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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a mechanism that will provide a
semantic and syntactic environment for expressing parallel
procedures.

This mechanism will be referred to as the

Parallel Machine.

The parallelism of the Parallel Machine

is accomplished through an arbitrary number of specialized
computing elements that each implement a single command
called a Simultaneous Command.

Each Simultaneous Command

is capable of determining the occasions for its action by
observing conditions within the Parallel Machine.

There is

no restriction on the number of Simultaneous Commands that
can be defined or be simultaneously active.

Within a

parallel procedure expressed as a set of Simultaneous Commands, their ordering is not significant since control of
the Parallel Machine is dependent on the effective cooperation of Simultaneous Commands and not on the passage of
control through a sequence of commands.
Since the Parallel Machine avoids many traditional
computing concepts, a new perspective on parallel computation is presented.

Procedures can be defined with high

levels of parallelism which are free of the structural
constraints made necessary by sequential procedures expressed
by algorithmic languages using flow of control conventions.
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I.

A.

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW
The concept of a procedure involves the specification

of a sequence of commands which accomplish some specific
manipulation of data.

The end result of the manipulation

is considered the goal of the procedure, and, generally,
each command will induce some change in the data that will
contribute to the progression toward that goal.

Given the

goal to be reached, the commands must perform their manipulations in predefined order if the goal is to be reached.
In many schemes by which procedures are defined, a single
command is designated as the first to be implemented and
then another command is picked to follow.

Each command is

then preceded and succeeded by exactly one command.

This

results in a single string of commands the last of which is
designated as the terminating command.

When the terminating

command is encountered, the goal is to have been reached.
The activity of starting at one command, following a string
of commands and then stopping at a terminating command will
be referred to as a process.
Many processes are of a type that requires every command to rely on the result of the directly preceding command
to perform its role in the process.

One such process is the
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Computational Process for Fibonacci Sequence

computation of the eleventh element of a Fibonacci sequence
as shown in Figure 1.

The goal of this process is to obtain

a specific element in the sequence.

The first two elements

in the sequence are the given data, in this case the pair
(1,1).

Each succeeding element is obtained by computing

the sum of the immediately preceding two elements.

The

command that computes each sum therefore uses (and must
"wait for")

the result obtained from the last sum command.

This process may be considered to be strictly sequential.
Other processes, however, can reach the goal by allowing certain commands to be implemented in parallel.

The

commutative property of multiplication allows the process
of computing factorials to be obtained with parallel commands.

Figure 2 illustrates both a sequential and parallel

computation scheme for computing six factorial.

Such pro-

cesses will be referred to as having inherent parallelism.

3

a)

Sequential Evaluation

b)

Parallel Evaluation

Figure 2.

Sequential and Parallel

Evaluation of Six Factorial
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It is to inherently parallel process that this thesis
is directed.

Many traditional mechanisms for specifying

procedures require that a process be defined as an ordered
sequence of commands, even if the process is inherently
parallel.

Chapter II of this thesis will propose a mechanism

that will provide a semantic environment favorable to the
specification of parallel procedures.

This mechanism will

not rely upon traditional perceptions on computer design
[1,2] that limit the number of commands active at any given
time to one, but will readily allow any number of commands
to be active in parallel.

For discussion, it will be re-

ferred to as the Parallel Machine (Chapter II).
The primary component of the Parallel Machine is a
variably sized group of cooperating computational entities
called Simultaneous Commands.

Simultaneous Commands are

basic instructions that manipulate data in a predefined manner, but the determination of when they are active is not
found in how they are ordered.

Each simultaneous command is

capable of determining for itself the appropriate times it
is to contribute to the overall process.

It possesses

components that allow for monitoring the state of the
Parallel Machine and the contents of the memory.

It is

capable of directing its activity at more than one location
in memory and in parallel with other commands.

Each

Simultaneous Command can yield multiple simultaneous and
independent executions of itself on different parts of the
object string.
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Since each Simultaneous Command is able to determine
when i t is to act, there is

no

need for it to communicate

directly with other Simultaneous Commands.

Nor is it neces-

sary to organize the set of simultaneous commands into a
sequence for "control" to pass among them according to an
established convention.

The fork and join convention used

to express procedures having moderate amounts of parallel
activity are absent also.
Chapter III will describe a syntactic format for the
specification of parallel procedures.

Its use is demon-

strated through examples that display both the expressions
of procedures and their actions.

The computing power of a

parallel procedure executed by the Parallel Machine is cornpared to a similarly defined sequential procedure.

The

results will shed some light on the potential of this
scheme for specifying parallel procedures.

B.

MOTIVATION
The reason for proposing the Parallel Machine is to

provide a means for expressing computational schemes which
are not founded on concepts restricting activity to sequential threads of logic, and to show how such a scheme can be
used to coordinate parallel activity.

Using the semantic

basis provided by the Parallel Machine, procedures can be
defined that display the inherent parallelism present
within many processes.
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Although it does not necessarily follow that the
Parallel Machine become a standard abstract machine for
parallel computational schemes, much can be learned about
the computing power of parallelism.

Insight can also be

gained as to what hardware features would enhance parallelism and what syntactic constructs could be provided by
high-level languages for parallel procedures.

C.

BACKGROUND

Since the arrival of computers as computational tools,
the desire to harness parallel processes has been strong [3].
The reason for this is the fact that most processes possess
some inherent parallelism [4,5].

If that parallelism could

be captured in the design of procedures, the resulting computing times would be reduced [6].

In some cases, even the

level of complexity can be reduced.
The use of multiple processors on a single computational
process could decrease computing times compared to that of a
single processor [6].

Mathematical systems could find in-

creased speed for matrix manipulation [7].

Database systems

could find enhanced performance in the processing of queries
and retrieval tasks [8] and could use a network of systems
for accessing distributed data bases.

Operating systems

already benefit from the presence of multiple processors
(e.g., channels)

to improve throughput to peripheral
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devices [9].

The advent of parallel oriented hardware has

provided a rich opportunity to experiment with new applications [6].
Both application and theoretic interests in parallelism
are strong.

Both areas have a well-developed bibliography.

Much of this literature is directed at defining conceptual
tools that will harness parallelism and to analyze the
effectiveness of the tools.

If there exists a common

denominator in the related literature, i t is that progress
is slow and encumbered by complexity.
The application oriented literature is concerned with
currently available hardware.

Some of the earliest applica-

tions of parallelism occurred in operating systems which were
responsible for the coordination of multiple peripheral or
central processors.

The parallelism is expressed in terms

of independent groups of programs performing specialized
tasks in parallel [9].
The concepts used in isolating independent programs can
easily be turned to segments of a single program.

Subrou-

tines often perform computations that are independent of
activity elsewhere within the program.

A compiler could

easily allow the lexical scan to continue while the syntactic analyzer is processing tokens previously isolated [10].
Breaking a program down into individual commands usually
reveals some commands that can be accomplished in parallel.
These commands are typically organized into streams that are
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fed to parallel processors [11].

A considerable amount of

attention has been directed at providing high-level programming language constructs for directing parallel streams of
commands [12].
The more theoretical literature is attempting to probe
the limits of parallelism [13,]4].

The question of how much

computing power can be obtained through parallelism is explored.

More effective analytic techniques are being

developed [15].

There is a need to know what control and

data structures will facilitate the implementation of
parallelism [8].

Models of parallel computation are devel-

oped and compared to other models [16].
A characteristic that is sought in any model of parallel
computation is that i t be determinate [17].

This refers to

its ability to compute the same result for each invocation
of a procedure with the same input.

The usefulness of a

model is often dependent upon whether it will allow for the
This is

specification of determinate parallel procedures.

a major concern for models of parallel computation since
their procedures can very easily become indeterminate if
inadequate controls of the parallelism are present.
The level of parallelism that can be present within a
model is reflected by the classification of computational
models into one of three basic categories [4,5].

The first

category encompasses models at the lowest level of parallelism.

These are called Sequential Models.

These are models
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that allow no more than one command to be active at any
time.

The second category consists of models allowing more

than one command to be active at any time, but no more than
one may be initiated or terminated at any given instant.
These models are referred to as One Dimensional.

The third

category contains models with the highest level of parallelism, models which allow any number of commands to be
initiated or terminated at a time and are called Autoparallel.
The concepts from which many of the facets of the
Parallel Machine are drawn originated in the literature
surrounding Markov's theories on algorithms [18,19] and
Dijkstra's guarded commands [20,21].

Markov's Normal Algo-

rithms served as a starting point for the Parallel Machine's
Simultaneous Commands.

Dijkstra's guarded commands inspired

the means for synchronizing the activity of the Simultaneous
Commands.
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II.

A.

THE PARALLEL MACHINE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Underlying any computational mechanism is a semantic

basis that provides the tools for manipulating data and
defines the manner by which those tools are to be used.

The

shape and complexity of those tools will determine the
applications for which the mechanism is adaptable.

There-

fore, if the ability to design parallel procedures is the
ultimate goal of a mechanism, the tools and the laws by
which those tools are to operate should reflect that goal.
The Parallel Machine is just such a mechanism.
Chapter III will define a syntactic framework for expressing parallel procedures.

But prior to discussing

syntax, an underlying parallel machine is necessary.

The

Parallel Machine includes adequate facilities for parallel
procedures whose syntactic structures are free from ordering
constraints.

It allows a broad spectrum of parallelism

ranging from sequential to autoparallel.
The Parallel Machine has four components:
1)

An Object String of finite

length

2)

A Read/Write Facility

3)

A finite set of Simultaneous Commands

4)

A Guard Control.
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The Object String is a string of characters that serves
as the object memory of the Parallel Machine.

The contents

of the Object String at the time the Parallel Machine is
activated will serve as input and the contents of the Object
String when a parallel procedure halts will be its result.
The Read/Write Facility is the interface between the
Object String and the Simultaneous Commands.

It provides

the Simultaneous Commands with reading access to the Object
String.

It will also implement manipulations of the Object

String as requested by the Simultaneous Commands.

In order

to simplify the analysis of the Parallel Machine, the Read/
Write Facility will be assumed to accomplish its reading
and manipulation capabilities in one unit of time.
The Simultaneous Command is the basic computational
element of the Parallel Machine.

It is responsible for

monitoring the conditions of the Object String and the Guard
Control and manipulating the Object String at appropriate
times.

The Parallel Machine may have any number of Simul-

taneous Commands defined for a particular invocation.

The

number is dependent upon the procedure to be implemented.
Whether a Simultaneous Command will induce a change onto the
Object String is determined by the conditions of the Object
String and Guard Control.
considered a

The Simultaneous Command can be

{possibly replicated) specialized processor

that can be programmed to manipulate the Object String under
specific conditions.
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The Guard Control is the least complex of the Parallel
Machine's components, but is no less important.

Its only

responsibility is to reflect the current state of the procedure active on the Parallel Machine.

It maintains a

symbiotic relationship with the Simultaneous Commands.

Its

current state is determined by the last active Simultaneous
Commands.

The Simultaneous Commands, in turn, are using the

state of the Guard Control as a criterion for activity.
The Simultaneous Command is active only when the Guard
Control and Object String possess certain predefined characteristics.

No Simultaneous Command possesses a direct

means of communication with the otherSimultaneous Commands.
Each is completely oblivious of the activity of others.

The

ordering of the Simultaneous Commands will, therefore, have
no affect on the Parallel Machine's activity.

B.

COMPONENTS
1.

Object String.

The Object String stores a string

of symbols of a given alphabet and will vary in size while
the Parallel Machine is active due to the manipulations that
take place.

Manipulations consist of replacements of sub-

strings within the Object Strings by other strings that could
be larger or smaller.

The Object String that remains when

the Parallel Machine halts will be called the terminal
string.
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2.

Read/Write Facility.

This facility is not a single

read/write head positioned at some specific point in the
Object String.

This facility is assumed to be capable of

scanning the entire Object String in one unit of time.
The state of the Object String may satisfy the search
conditions of several different Simultaneous Commands, or
more than one occurrence of the search condition from a
single Simultaneous Command.

In either case, the appropriate

Simultaneous Commands can effect manipulation at each of the
string segments that meet search conditions.

The manipula-

tion is accomplished by the replacement of one substring by
another.

The search conditions and replacement strings are

defined by each Simultaneous Command.

3.

Guard Control.

of binary digits

The Guard Control is simply a string

(bits) of finite length.

Its only function

is to reflect the current state of the procedure active on
the Parallel Machine by a unique configuration of ones and
zeros at the point of the Parallel Machine's invocation.
It will be reset to all zeros when the Parallel Machine has
halted.
For each Guard Control configuration, a subgroup of the
Simultaneous Commands will recognize it as a potential action
state.

A group of Simultaneous Commands that recognizes a

common Guard Control will be referred to as a Control Group.
A Control Group is considered to be active when a Guard Control configuration permitting their activity exists.

Each
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Simultaneous Command that is a member of an active Control
Group can become an active Simultaneous Command when its
search condition is met in the Object String.

The Parallel

Machine will terminate on the two following conditions:
1}

When no Control Group exists for a Guard Control
configuration

2)

When an active Control Group exists but no member's
search condition is satisfied.

Each activated Simultaneous Command will induce a string
replacement on the Object String.

At the completion of the

string replacements, each Simultaneous Command will submit a
bit configuration for the new Guard Control.

In the case

where only one configuration is submitted, the Guard Control
would automatically assume it.

In the case where more than

one configuration is submitted, the configurations are aligned
by their rightmost bits and logically "or"ed to produce the
new Guard Control configuration.
figurations at (1),

Assume that the bit con-

(2) and (3) were submitted by three

different Simultaneous Commands.

Note the varying lengths

of the bit strings (the Guard Control does not necessarily
maintain the same width throughout the Parallel Machine's
activity and the use of hyphens to request no change to corresponding Guard Control bits.

The resultant new Guard

Control configuration is shown at (4).
current Guard Control configuration.

It will replace the
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(1)

100010011

(2)

1011--

(3)

1000000

( 4)

101111111

4.

Simultaneous Commands.

The Simultaneous Command

is actually a specialized processor that is programmable to
the extent that a string replacement can be defined to occur
under certain conditions present in the Guard Control and
Object String.

Chapter III will discuss means for coordinat-

ing the efforts of many Simultaneous Commands through parallel procedures.

The number of Simultaneous Commands can

vary considerably, depending on the procedure implemented.
Each Simultaneous Command operates independently of all other
Simultaneous Commands.

Its purpose is to monitor the Guard

Control and Object String and make changes in either one when
appropriate.

There are four parts to the Simultaneous Com-

mand that provide for specifying such activity:
1)

Guard

2)

String Conditions

3)

Replacement String

4)

Next Guard.

For the present, the Simultaneous Command will be perceived
as a "black box" that contains all four parts as they will
be defined below.

Chapter III will provide a syntactic

format for specifying each part.
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The Guard is a bit string of finite length.

Each Guard

possesses a configuration that will be compared to the Guard
Control {right-most bits aligned).

If the two configurations

match the Simultaneous Command will become a part of an active Control Group.

Assume that the bit configuration at (1)

is the current Guard Control and the bit configurations at
{2),

{3) and {4) are Guards.

Each Simultaneous Command is

concerned only with the bits covered by its Guard.

If the

Control Guard is larger than a Guard, the remaining bits are
ignored.

A match will not occur if the Guard is larger than

the Control Guard.

In the case of (1) being the Guard Con-

trol, only the guard at (3) will match.
(1)

00110010

(2)

01001000

(3)

110010

(4)

0001001

To provide greater flexibility in the activity of
Simultaneous Commands, certain bits can be set to a "don't
care" value.

This is represented by the symbol "-".

the bit configuration at (5).

Take

A Simultaneous Command with

that as a Guard would match the Guard Control at (1).

The

Guard Control bits corresponding to the "don't care" bits
of the Guard are ignored.

A Simultaneous Command could be

defined as having all "don't care" bits, thus making it a
member of every Control Group.
(5)

001100--
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Parallel procedures will be more concise if we permit
each Simultaneous Command to have multiple guards and to be
part of the active Control Group if any one of them matches
the Guard Control in the non-"don't care" positions.

Some

Simultaneous Commands may have a wide range of applicability.
By possessing more than one Guard a Simultaneous Command can
become a member of more Control Groups, thus making its
string replacement available under a greater variety of circumstances.
The String Condition specifies what conditions are to
exist for string replacement.

The conditions are expressed

in terms of patterns consisting of specific arrangements of
markers and string variables (see Appendix).

If that same

arrangement occurs in the Object String, a portion of the
substring matched by the pattern will be replaced by the
Replacement String.
That part of the String Condition pattern to be replaced
is called a Critical Segment.

The portion of the Object

String corresponding to a Critical Segment of a satisfied
String Condition is not allowed to overlap with those of
other String Conditions that are present in the Object
String.

This is to prevent two string replacements from

occurring on the same substring.
at (6).

Consider the Object String

A String Condition that specifies a pattern con-

sisting of two strings from A+ separated by a "$" would
match the Object String segments designated at (7) and (8).
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As can be observed, the matched substrings overlap.

If the

middle string is the object of any string replacement 9 the
result would be undefined.

By designating that portion of

the pattern as a Critical Segment, only one of the String
Conditions would be met.

Any procedures to be implemented

on the Parallel Machine must take into consideration that
successive executions may result in differing matched String
Conditions.

If the Critical Segments of overlapped String

Conditions do not incorporate any section of the overlapped
area, then both String Conditions can be satisfied.

There-

fore, if a Simultaneous Command were to substitute a "¢" for
each occurrence of a"$" separating two strings in A+, a
critical segment involving just the "$" would allow both of
the substrings underlined in (7) and (8) to be recognized.
(6)

+aaab$bcdc$ceec+

(7)

+aaab$bcdc$ceec+

(8)

+aaab$bcdc$ceec+

A Simultaneous Command is allowed to specify more than
one pattern if the Critical Segments of all the patterns are
to be replaced by the same Replacement String.

In this case,

a string replacement occurs for each occurrence of any of
the patterns of a String Condition in the Object String.
This convention is not vital, i t only serves to reduce the
number of Simultaneous Commands needed in many parallel
procedures.
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Once an active Simultaneous Command has accomplished
its string replacement i t will submit its own Next Guard to
replace the current Guard Control.

Like the Guard and Guard

Control, the Next Guard is a bit string of finite length.
Multiple Next Guard submissions will be aligned by the rightmost bits and the logical "or" of all of them obtained for
the new Guard Control.

The assimilated Next Guards assume

the responsibility of directing the Parallel Machine into a
sequence of active Control Groups that will ultimately produce the desired terminating string.

The Next Guard can

terminate the Parallel Machine by either submitting a configuration to which there is no corresponding Control Group,
or by submitting a Next Guard for which the corresponding
Control Group is incapable of producing an active Simultaneous Command.
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III.

A.

PARALLEL PROCEDURES

SYNTAX
Simultaneous Commands will provide a means of express-

ing procedures implemented on the Parallel Machine.

As

defined in Chapter II, the Simultaneous Command consists of
two parts that effect control, and two parts that effect
changes in the Parallel Machine.

The semantics of the

Simultaneous Command can be depicted in terms of the following high-level language construct:
IF ((GUARD = GUARD CONTROL)

"AND"

(STRING CONDITION))

THEN
REPLACEMENT STRING
NEXT GUARD
END IF
The following format will be used to implement these semantics:
=(Gl V G2 V •.. V

~)

(SC1 V sc2 V •.• V

S~)

:-- RS

V: (NG).

The "=" indicates that if any of the N Guards (G's) possess
bit configurations that match the Guard Control, and if any
of the M Search Conditions (SC's) are met by the Object
String, the Replacement String (RS) is substituted for the
substring covered by the Critical Segment (within the String
condition) and the Next Guard (NG) is submitted.

The":--"

separates the parts that effect control from those that
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effect changes in the Object String and Guard Control.
is used to denote the logical operator "or".

"V"

The "V" pre-

ceding the Next Guard represents the logical "or"ing of the
submitted Next Guards.
The appearance of the Guard and Next Guard are rather
straightforward since they consist of simple bit strings.
The Simultaneous Commands at (1) and (2} are representative
of how they fit into this format.
(SC}

(1}

=(000110)

(2)

=(10110 V 00001100}

(SC)

:-- RS

V: (011010}

:-- RS

V: (1110001)

The representations of the String Condition and Replacement String are more complex.

These two parts require that

string variables be defined outside of this format.

These

string variables (see Appendix) will be used to construct
patterns along with various markers that are used as delimi ters.
(5)

Observe the string variables defined at (3)

and (6}.

1

(4},

They can be combined with markers such as"@"

and "$" to construct patterns for the String Condition and
Replacement String.

The string variable N at (3) could be

used in a pattern to match any occurrence of a string of one
or more l's in the Object String.

The "P" at (4} would match

any occurrence of a string constructed from letters in the
alphabet A.

At (5)

1

p and g are defined so as to represent

any single letter from the alphabet A.

Q could be used to

define an Object String with the "+" used as endmarkers.
would represent a list in which each element contains a

Q
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string of l's (representing a numeric quantity) and a character string constructed from the alphabet A.
of each element would be separated by an
separated by a

11

$ 11

11

The two parts

@11 and the elements

The Object Strings at (7)

•

1

(8) and (9)

would be recognized by a String Condition pattern defined
as Q.
1+

(3)

N

•• -

{4)

p

•

(5)

pig::= A1

(6)

Q ::= + 1+@ A+

( 7)

+lll@aaac$ll@bedc+

(8)

+lllll@bead+

( 9)

+l@a$ll@aa$lll@aaa$llll@aaaa$lllll@aaaaa+

·=

A+

($ 1+@ A+)*+

The only difference between the patterns of String Conditions and Replacement Strings is the presence of the
Critical Segment in the String Condition.
ment is delimited by the presence of two
pattern.

The Critical Seg11111

symbols in the

Take the pattern of the String Condition at (10).

The segment of the Object String that is matched by the portion of the pattern between the

111 "

symbols will be replaced

by the string defined by the Replacement String pattern.

If

the Simultaneous Command at (10) is active with the Object
String at (9)

1

the string of five l's is recognized by the

Critical Segment.

The replacement of

11

N" for

ly removes a 1 from the string of l's.
(10)

=(001)

(+'Nl'@)

·--

V:

(010)

11

Nl 11 effective-
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By implementing the Simultaneous Command at (11) on
the Object String at (7)

the string of l's to the right of

the "$" is swapped with the string of characters to the
right of the adjacent "@".
becomes "bedc@ll".

In effect, the string "ll@bedc"

Note that the pattern of the Replacement

String must be constructed from portions of the String Condition, unless a new symbol is introduced as in the Simultaneous
Command at (12) acting on the Object String at (9).

In this

case, the first string of l's and the last string of characters will be replaced by "%".
($ 'N@P'+)

(11)

=(1110)

(12)

=(101 V 1100)

·-- P@N

( (+'N'@)

V

V: (1010)

(@'P'+))

·--

%

V: (0001)

The empty string can also play an important role in the
Simultaneous Command.

Note the result of implementing the

Simultaneous Commands at (13) and 14) on the Object String
at (9).

The Simultaneous Command at (13) will strip away

all of the elements in the array, leaving only the "$" symbols and the "+" endmarkers.

The Simultaneous Command at

(14) will recognize the empty string (assumed to be always
present)

and will replace i t with the empty string.

This

will not modify the Object String, but it will modify the
Guard Control configuration automatically.

This would be

the Parallel Machine equivalent to the "go to" of higherlevel sequential languages.
(13)

=(1100)

(($'N@P'$) V ($'N@P'+) V (+'N@P'$))
·--

(14)

=(10001)

V: (11000)
V: (01000)
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The Guard Control can also be modified without string
replacement by recognizing a String Condition pattern that
has no critical segment.

This could be used to modify the

Guard Control on the basis that a String Condition is either
present or absent.
and (16}.

Observe the Simultaneous Commands at (15)

The Simultaneous Command at (15) will submit a

Next Guard when two "$" symbols appear adjacent to one another
in the Object String.

The Simultaneous Command at (16) will

modify the Guard Control when there are no elements in the
array.
($$)

.·--

(15)

=(00001)

(16)

=(10101) NOT((+N@P$) V ($N@P$) V ($N@P+))

.--

V: (01001)

V: (01010)

The structure of a procedure using Simultaneous Commands
will be completely free of any need to order the Simultaneous
Commands.

Control of the Parallel Machine is accomplished

through Guards and String Conditions of the Simultaneous
Commands, not through the structure of the procedure, as is
the case with traditional language concepts.

The Guard Con-

trol needs no syntactic provision since it is primarily a
logical entity that is not directly a part of any parallel
procedure.
In the example parallel procedures presented in this
thesis the title of the parallel procedure will appear at
the top, along with a string variable that will define the
structure of the Object String.

Following the title will
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appear the body of the procedure consisting of the necessary
Simultaneous Commands.

Below the Simultaneous Commands, the

string variables used in the String Condition patterns will
be defined.

Any part of a pattern that is not defined in

this last section will be taken to represent itself in the
patterns where i t appears.

B.

PROGRANMING
A procedure for the Parallel Machine consists of one or

more appropriately "programmed" Simultaneous Conunands.

Pro-

gramming a Simultaneous Command simply involves assigning
values to each of its four parts.

One or more bit configur-

ations and patterns are assigned to the Guard and String
Condition respectively.
The number of Simultaneous Commands used is dependent
on the procedure.

A procedure is meaningful only if the

initial Object String is transformed into some terminating
string that would serve as the goal.

To insure that the

activity of the Parallel Machine is directed toward that goal,
Simultaneous Commands must be defined that will start, advance and terminate the process.
Since the Parallel Machine initially possesses an all
zero Guard Control, parallel procedures must have Simultaneous
Commands that form a Control Group for the all zero Guard
Control.

Until the process of the procedure is complete, at

least one Simultaneous Command within the currently active
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Control Group must be active.

There may also be at least

one Simultaneous Command that will perform the replacement
yielding the terminal string and submit a Next Guard that
will create one of the halting conditions.

A well-defined

procedure will insure that an active Simultaneous Command
will exist for the duration of the process, terminating only
when the goal has been reached.

MULT(Q)
1
=(00)
2
=(00)
3
= (0 1)
4
= (01)
5
=(10)
6
=(10)
7
= ( 11)
8
= (11)

(+'N'$)
($'N'+)
($'N$0'$)
('+$N$+')
(+L&'M'+)
(('+N&+') v ('+&N+'))
(+N'l&L?O'+)
( '+&L?O+')

. -. --

$N
N$
:-- +N&O+
. -- N
. -- M?

. -. -. --

$L?LO
0

V: 01
V:Ol
V: 10
V: 00
V: 11
V: 01
V: 11
V: 01

STRING VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS
Q : : = +1 * ($ 1 * )+ +
N,O : : = 1 *
L,M : : = 1+
Figure 3.

Parallel Procedure for Obtaining the

Product of a List of Numeric Quantities

Figure 3 provides an example program that demonstrates
many of the concepts presented.

The process this procedure

defines is that of obtaining the product of the values occurring in an array.
l's.

The values are represented by strings of

The number of l's corresponds to the number of units

that make up the represented value.

Therefore, a five would

appear as five l's, a ten as ten l's, etc.

The empty string
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would represent zero.

There are one or more values in the

array where each value is separated by the "$" symbol.

The

array is delimited at both ends by the "+" endmarkers.
Figure 4 demonstrates the action of the parallel procedure MULT on an Object String that contains the values 2, 3,
The product of these four numbers is 36.

3, 2.

36 l's at step 18 which is the terminal string.

STEP #
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

There are
Simultaneous

OBJECT STRING

TR #

+11$111$111$11+
1,2
+$11$111$111$11$+
3
+$+11&111+$+111&11+$+
5
+$+ll&Ill?+$+lll&I1?+$+
7
+$+1&111?111+$+11&11?11+$+
7
+$+&111?111111+$+1&11?1111+$+
7,8
+$111111$+&11?111111+$+
8
+$111111$111111$+
3
+$+111111&111111+$+
5
+$+111111&111111?+$+
7
+$+11111&111111?111111+$+
7
+$+1111&111111?111111111111+$+
7
+$+111&111111?111111111111111111+$+
7
7
+$+11&111111?111111111111111111111111+$+
7
+$+1&111111?111111111111111111111111111111+$+
+$+&111111?111111111111111111111111111111111111+$+ 8
4
+$111111111111111111111111111111111111$+
111111111111111111111111111111111111

Figure 4.

Transformations Occurring to an Object String

During Activity of Parallel Procedure Mult

Commands 1 and 2 initiate the process and Simultaneous Command 4 recognizes the terminal string and submits the Next
Guard that terminates the Parallel Machine.

Note that

Simultaneous Command 4 removes the "+" symbols prior to
setting the Guard Control to an all zero configuration.
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Even though Simultaneous Commands 1 and 2 constitute the
Control Group for that configuration, they require the "+"
symbol to be present before they can become active.

There

being no active Simultaneous Commands, the Parallel Machine
terminates while leaving a string of l's that represents the
computed product.

The rest of the Simultaneous Commands

have been defined to become active at appropriate times
throughout the process.
More complex procedures can be defined that would provide multiprogramming, coroutines and subroutines.

Multi-

programming could be accomplished with the "don't care" bits
defined earlier.

Several totally different procedures could

be assigned their own segment of the Guard Control and be
active on their own segment of the Object String.

The Guards

for the Simultaneous Commands of each parallel procedure
would have all "don't care" bits except on the bits to which
the parallel procedure is assigned.

In this situation, none

of the procedures would ever interact and the Parallel
Machine would terminate only when the last procedure with
active Simultaneous Commands becomes inactive.
and subroutines could be defined similarly

Coroutines

e~cept

that there

would have to be a few shared bits within the Guard Control
that would be used to coordinate the

activity of each of

the procedures.
A large scale system can be defined where a sequence of
procedures would pass the Object String from one to the other.
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Each procedure would start and finish with an all zero Guard
Control.

This would allow the next procedure in the sequence

to begin as soon as the current procedure becomes inactive.
The many nodes in a large network could be coordinated
by assigning each to a segment of the Guard Control with
shared bits for an interface with other nodes.

The activ-

ities of these nodes on a large, shared memory facility could
be directed to accomplish highly complex tasks.

C.

COMPARISONS
The Parallel Machine differs quite drastically from many

computing mechanisms.

This means that finding one to repre-

sent sequential procedures in a comparison with the parallel
procedures of the Parallel Machine would have to be drawn
from one of the versions of Markov's Normal Algorithm [19,
22,23].

Brainerd and Landweber [24] have modified the Normal

Algorithm to provide a more "top-down" flow of logic in their
Labeled Markov Algorithms

(LMA's}.

TheLMA consists of a

set of replacement rules similar to the String Condition and
Replacement String parts of the Simultaneous Command.

One

replacement rule is evaluated at a time, starting at the top
of the procedure and working toward the bottom.

A replace-

ment string is evaluated by determining if the search condition pattern is present in the object string.

If a pattern

match takes place, the replacement string is substituted for
the entire substring covered by the search condition.

Only
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one pattern is used for the search condition and a left to
right scan is used on the object string to match only the
first occurrence of the pattern.

Attached to each replace-

ment rule is a label and a "go-to".

The "go-to" designates

the next replacement rule to be evaluated if a search condition is met.

The label simply names the replacement rule

that is the object of a "go-to".

If no pattern match/string

replacement takes place, the next replacement rule appearing
in the procedure is evaluated.

This process continues until

a "halt" symbol appears as the object of a "go-to".
For this thesis, the Labeled Markov Algorithm will be
modified slightly and will be referred to as sequential procedures.

The syntax for a replacement rule of the sequential

procedure is as follows:
L

SC :-- RS

: S (L)

The label ("L") will be an integer value.
dition ("SC")

The string con-

and replacement string ("RS") parts are identi-

cal to that defined for the Simultaneous Command except that
only one pattern will be specified.

If a pattern match is

successful ("S"), a label ("L") is specified to be the next
for evaluation.
The purpose of comparisons between sequential and parallel procedures is to provide some insight into what can be
gained by developing systems which provide some level of
parallelism.

The Parallel Machine provides parallel activity

in a tightly controlled environment.

Such a comparison could
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give some indication as to whether or not such tightly controlled parallelism can be an effective tool for specifying
parallel procedures.
Two questions will be considered in the following
comparison:
1)

Will parallel procedures demonstrate a reduced
complexity over sequential procedures?

2)

Will parallel procedures accomplish a given task
in fewer steps than a sequential procedure?

The comparison will involve the sequential and parallel procedures at Figure 5 and 6.
The two SORT procedures will sort the character strings
in a list into an ascending lexicographic ordering.

Both

object strings will be identical and will conform to the
following string variable:
Q

::=+A+ ($A+)++.

The object strings at (1) and (2)
two SORT procedures.

are valid lists for the

An Object String with the character

strings in a descending lexicographic ordering is considered
to be a worst case situation.

An Object String with the

character strings already in an ascending lexicographic ordering will be the best case situation.

Data will be presented

that will display the behavior of the two procedures under
both situations.
(1)

+bee$bead$ad+

(2)

+dad$cad$bad$ace$bead$ad+
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SEQUENTIAL NOru1AL ALGORITHM SORT (Q)
TR
1

'+J+'
$'P$R'$
¢'P$R'$
'P%R'
'¢R$+'

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

f

¢I

:-:-:-:-:--

.·--

+$J$+
: s ( 2)
P++P+$R+R : s ( 11)
P++P+$R+R :S(l1)
R$P
: s (9)
$R+
: s ( 7)

:-- '$"

+'$'
I¢'

10
11
12
13

'+R+'
'@pSg+'
'+S@p@T+'
'+S@@T+'
'p$g'
'+SN$NVT+'
'+SVN$NT+'
+P'N$N'R+
'+N$NR+'
'+RN$N+'

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

'+N$N+'
$'a+'
'+a'$
$'b+'
'+b'$
$'c+'
'+c'$
$'d+'
'+d'$
$'e+'
'+d'$

21
22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

SORT (SRT)

: s ( 3)
: s ( 7)

:-- $

:S(HALT)
:S{9)
:S{2)

:-·-:-:-:--

:S{l2)
: s {15)
: s {15)

.·--

+@R@+
g@S@p
SpT
ST
+P$g+

·-- ¢

:-- %
:-- $

:S(12)

:S{22)
:S(4)

: s ( 4)

:S(15)

:-- %

: s ( 4)
: s ( 4)

:-- ¢

: s ( 4)

:-- 1
:-- 1

:S (23)

:-- ¢

·-- 11
·-- 11

·-:-·-·-:-·--

111
111
1111
1111
11111
11111

:S(24)
:S(25)
:S(26)
:S(27)

:S(28)
:S(29)
:S(30)
:S{31)
:S{16)

STRING SPECIFICATIONS

: :=

Q

: :=

P, R

J

::=A+ ($A+)+

A, T ::=A*

p, g

v : :=

: := Al

N

: := 1 *

1+

Figure 5.

Sequential Sort Procedure
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SORT
1
2
3

{Q)

4

=(000) (+ 1 P 1 $)
:-= {0000) {$ 1 P 1 +)
:-={0000) (($ 1 P$R 1 $) V(¢ 1 P$R 1 $) V ($'P$R 1 ¢)
:-=(0000) NOT(($P$R$) V (¢P$R$) V ( $P$R¢) V

5

= ( 0010)

( ( I+$ I ) V ( I $+I ) )

$P
V:OOOO
P$
V:OOOO
V (¢ 1 P$R 1 $))
P++P+$R+R
V:llOO
(¢P$R¢) )
:-V:OOlO
:-V:OOOO

6
7
8
9
10

= (0001) ( 1 P%R)
=(0001) NOT(P%R)
=(0100 v 0010) ( 1 ¢')
=(1100) ( 1 +R+ 1 )
= (1100 v 1101) ( 1@pSg @1 )

:-- R$P
:-:-- $
:-- +@R@+
:-- g@S@p

V:OlOO
V:OOOO
V:OOOO
V:llOO
V:llOO

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

= ( 1100) ( I +S@ p @I'+ t )
=(1100) ( 1 +S@@T+ 1 )
=(1101) NOT(@pSg@)
=(1000) { 1 p$g 1 )
=(1001) (( 1 +SN$NMI'+ 1 ) V('+N$NR+ 1 ) )
=(1001) (( 1 +SMN$NT+ 1 ) V ( 1 +RN$N+ 1 ) )
={1001) ( 1 +N$N+ 1 )
=(1001) {+P 1 N$N 1 R+)
= ( 1010) (( I +a I $) V ( $ I a+ I ) )
= ( 1010) (( I +b I $) V ( $ Ib+ I ) )

:-- SpT
:-- ST
:--

V:llOl
V:llOl
V:lOOO
V:lOlO
V:OOOl
V:OOOl
V:OOOl
V:lOOl
V:lOOl
V:lOOl

21
22
23

=(1010)
= {1010)
={1010)

(( 1 +b 1 $) v ($ 1 c+'))
({ I +d I $) V ($I d+ I ) )
{{ 1 +e 1 $) v ($ 1 e+'})

:-- 111

:-- +p$g+
:-- ¢
:-- %
:-- $
:-- $
:-- 1
:-- 11

:-- 1111
:-- 11111

STRING VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS
Q

: :=

+ A+

M

: :=

1+

N

: := 1*

($ A+)+ +

A+

P,R

: :=

S,T

: := A*

p,g

:: =

Al
Figure 6.

Parallel Sort Procedure

V:1001
V:1001
V:lOOl
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In presenting data, two terms will be used to explain the
activity taking place within the procedures.

The term "major

step" will refer to a comparison of one character string to
another.

In Figure 7, "PROC. STEPS" refers to the total num-

ber of procedure steps between each major step.

A procedure

step would be a change in the Guard Control for parallel
procedures and evaluation of a replacement rule for sequential procedures.

It is assumed that the interval of time

between procedure steps will be one unit.
The information on Figure 7 demonstrates the transformations that take place within the Object String of both procedures while sorting four character strings in the worst
and best cases.

The underlined segments of the Object String

at each step indicate the comparisons which are to take place.
The results of those comparisons are present at the next step
along with the number of guard states/replacement rules required to accomplish the compare and (if needed) switch.
Table I reveals that for a list of size N, the parallel
procedure will require 1.4N+2 major steps to sort the list
while the sequential procedure

'1 1
w~

.
requ~re

.
N2 maJor
s t eps.

This means that the parallel procedure SORT possesses an
order of complexity of O(l.4N) where the sequential expands
at a rate of O(N 2 ).

According to Horowitz [25], for algo-

rithms which permit only comparisons and interchanges, the
best possible time for a sort is O(N log 2 N).

The parallel

procedure, by being capable of effecting more than one
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PARALLEL PROCEDURE
PROC.
STEPS

MAJOR STEPS
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

S~UENTIAL

+dad$cad$bad$aoe+
+$cad$dad$ace$bad$+
+$cad¢dad$ace¢bad$+
+$cad$ace$dad$bad$+
+$ace$cad$bad$dad$+
+$ace¢cad$bad¢dad$+
+$ace$bad$cad$dad$+
+$aoe¢bad$cad¢dad$+
+$ace¢bad¢cad¢dad$+
+aoe$bad$cad$dad+

11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
2
83

TOTAL

a)
0
1
2
3

+ace$bad$cad$dad+
+$ace¢bad$cad¢dad$+
+$ace¢bad¢cad¢dad$+
+ace$bad$cad$dad+
TOTAL

MAJOR STEPS
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

+dad$cad$bad$aoe+
+$cad$dad$bad$ace$+
+$cad¢dad$bad$ace$+
+$cad$bad$dad$ace$+
+$bad$cad$dad$ace$+
+$aoe¢cad$dad$ace$+
+$bad¢cad¢dad$ace$+
+$bad$cad$ace$dad$+
+$bad¢cad$ace$dad$+
+$bad$aoe$cad$dad$+
+$ace$bad$cad$dad$+
+$ace¢bad$cad$dad$+
+$ace¢bad¢cad$dad$+
+$aoe¢bad¢cad¢dad$+
+aoe$bad$cad$dad+

P:OOC.
STEPS

TOTAL

25
23
24
23
24
25
26
23
24
23
23
24
25
7
319

+ace$bad$cad$dad+
+$ace¢bad$cad$dad$+
+$ace¢bad¢cad$dad$+
+$ace¢bad¢cad¢dad$+
+ace$bad$cad$dad+

23
24
25
7

TOTAL

79

IDRST CASE

11
10
2
23

b)
Figure 7.

PROCEDURE

0
1
2
3
4

BEST CASE

Cbject String Manipulations fran

Parallel and Sequential Sort Procedures
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comparison or interchange simultaneously, has been able to
achieve "speed" greater than that possible by sequential
procedures.
The information relating to the best case in Table I
also provides an interesting point.

This data reveals how

long i t will take the two procedures to determine that the
list is already sorted.

The sequential procedure requires

N major steps before the sorted status of the list can be
determined.

This is an O(N) order of complexity.

The

parallel procedure, however, regardless of the number of
elements in the list, can detect the sorted condition of the
list in no more than three major steps.
complexity of 0(1).

This is an order of

Figure 8 displays the curves for the

worst and best case performances of both procedures for three,
four, five and six character strings in the list.
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TABLE I
COMPUTING TIMES OF PARALLEL AND SEQUENTIAL SORT
PROCEDURES FOR A LIST OF SIZE N

Worst Case
N

Major
Steps

Procedure Steps

Best Case
Major
Steps

Procedure Steps

Parallel Sort Procedure

3
4
5
6
10
50
100

7
9
10
12
17
77
152

87
83
98
151
212
962
1900

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

30
23
35
33
34
35
35

Sequential Sort Procedure

3
4
5
6
10
50
100

7
14
25
36
100
2500
10000

261
319
676
1193
3300
82500
330000

3
4
5
6
10
50
100

84
132
165
198
330
1650
3300
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PARALLEL SORT PROCEDURE

36

33

•

WORST CASE 0(1.5N)

&

BEST CASE 0(1)

SEQUENTIAL SORT PROCEDURE

30

----40
27

' WORST CASE 0 (N 2 )

A

24

21
18
15

12
9

6
3

0

2

3

Figure 8.

4
SIZE OF LIST

5

Complexities of Parallel

and Sequential Sort Procedures

6
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The Parallel Machine has been shown to be a viable
means for specifying parallel procedures.

An example has

demonstrated that parallelism can be controlled and directed
toward the accomplishment of definite goals.

The Guard Con-

trol and String Condition have been used to remove ambiguity
from the processes defined by parallel procedures.

Sets of

Simultaneous Commands can be defined that will consistently
produce the same output from successive invocations using
the same Object String.

These characteristics of the par-

allel procedures implemented on the Parallel Machine provide
a determinate environment for parallel processes.
The level of parallelism that can be defined in the
Parallel Machine is limited only by the inherent parallelism
of the process being implemented.

The fact that any number

of Simultaneous Commands can be initiated or terminated at
any point in time suggests that the Parallel Machine is
autoparallel.
The primary contribution of the Parallel Machine is the
provision of a framework for specifying parallel procedures.
The concepts defined may have some significance for the
design of higher level languages that are to provide parallel programming facilities.

The semantics of the Parallel
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Machine may contain some worthwhile considerations for hardware configurations that provide parallel processors.
The range of applications for which the Parallel Machine
would be effective appears to be quite broad.

The use of

extensive pattern matching in a parallel environment could
lead to applications relating to work processing, language
translation and, with appropriate hardware, visual pattern
recognition.

With the ability to direct the attention of a

parallel procedure in several directions simultaneously,
artificial intelligence could benefit from such activities
as the parallel pruning of several subtrees within a massive
decision tree.

This would facilitate the analysis of alter-

native paths of logic within a single decision process.
Using the Parallel Machine as a basis, several protential areas of research can be identified.

In the design

and analysis of parallel algorithms would be the establishment of a theory of inherent parallelism.

In programming

languages, research could be directed at studying the nature
of high-level languages built upon a foundation of Simultaneous Commands.

A general theory of parallel algorithms and

how they relate to sequential algorithms could provide a
basis for comparative analysis.
It is hoped that the definition of the Parallel Machine
will provide a perspective on parallel computation that is
both unique and a basis for further research in the theory,
design, analysis, and applications of parallel procedures.
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APPENDIX
NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS USED FOR STRING VARIABLES

With the exception of the letters A, a, b, c, d, and e,
letters will be used to denote string variables.

String

variables will be defined as a set of strings that adhere
to some specific pattern.

A pattern,

in turn, is defined

as a set combination of strings and markers.
The capital letter A will be used exclusively to represent an alphabet consisting of the following elements:
b, c, d and e.

a,

The alphabet A will be used as the base

alphabet for the data that will be the object of procedures
presented as examples.

Other symbols, such as "@", "#",

"$" etc., will be used to separate data elements within the
object string or act as control markers to steer the activity of a procedure.
numeric values.

Strings of l's will be used to represent

There will exist, in the string, as many l's

as there are unit values within the quantity represented.
The value 10 will be represented by ten l's.

Zero will be

represented by the empty string.
The symbols "*" and"+", when used as superscripts, will
denote the closure and positive closure operators respectively.

+ .

This means that A

would represent the set of all

strings constructed from the letters in A such that their
lengths are greater than or equal to 1.

A* means the same

thing except that the empty string is included.
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The variable string assignments at (1),

(2) and (3)

would allow the string J to be equivalent to the strings
"aabc", "bbbbbbd",

11

a" and

11

abcde 11

•

K would simply repre-

sent a string with "$" as its only character.
associated with the strings "abc$11111 11
11

bbbc$llllll".

,

L would be

"b$11 11 and

The right-hand side of each of these assign-

ments will be referred to as patterns.

(1)

J

.. --

(2)

K

: := $

( 3)

L

.. --

A+

A+ $ 1 *

The use of an integer superscript on a pattern will
denote a string constructed by repeating that pattern the
number of times indicated by the superscript.

Parentheses

will be used to segment parts of a pattern as objects of the
closure and positive closure operators.
string assignments at (4),

(5),

(6),

(7),

Take the variable
(8) and (9).

The string variable F would consist of five characters,
each of which is drawn from the alphabet A.
string of three l's.

J

G would be a

would be equivalent to the string

"abcabcabc" and K would be associated with a string such as
11

llllabcabcllllabcabc 11

•

{4)

F

: : = As

(5)

G

: : = 13

(6)

p

: :=

(7)

N

: : = 11

(8)

J

: :=

(abc)

(9)

K

: :=

(N2P2) 2

abc

3

